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Abstract Logic circuits are inseparable part of almost every modern electronic device. Due to constant raising of requirements of society for technical complexity of these devices, complex integrated circuits are used more frequently. This article deals with mathematical apparatus, which logic circuits work on, and to explain methods of entry and execution of logical functions.
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1. Introduction

Logic circuits are part of nearly each electronic device we come in contact with everyday. Cell phone, laptop or plasma television, all these devices contain within complicated, yet compact integrated circuits, which are however made of basic, simple logical circuits.

2. Logics

There are circuits which can be defined by continuous time courses. These are mainly constant, linear and occasionally even nonlinear courses. A good example is sinusoidal that possibly contains a phase shift and is dependent on circuit type. These courses are called analog signals [1,2,3].

In the process of electronics development there was an improvement of electronic devices, inside which components operating on the principle of numerical methods are nowadays more and more used. Numerical circuits are characterized by discontinuous (step) time change – numerical or digital [2].

3. Basic Division of Logic Circuits

Logic circuits can be divided according to a few aspects: According to the logic function they realize
- combinational – output variable depends only on input variables in a specific point of time,
- sequential – output variable is dependent not only on input variables in a specific point of time, but also on the sequence of input variables in previous points of time [5].

According to their ability to amplify the signal
- passive,
- active [5].

3.1. Analysis and Synthesis of Logic Circuits

All logic circuits are as cybernetic systems characterized by behavior defined by logic function, Karnaugh map or truth table and structure, which is expressed by schematics diagram of a logic circuit.

Given the initial impulse and the result of action we know two basic approaches:
- analysis – scrutiny of behavior and functioning of designed or already realized circuit,
- synthesis – method where, at defined initial conditions of system behavior and requirements on its control, we perform the design of a specific logic circuit that is realizing this behavior [2].
4. Logical Circuits

4.1. Combinational Logic Circuits

Combinational logic circuit (CLC) has its output state dependent on the immediate state of inputs. Value of output variables is defined only by immediate combination of input variables [4,6].

\[ Y_i = f(X_j) \]

where \( i = 1,2,...,m \), \( j = 1,2,...,n \).

\( Y_i = y_1, y_2, ..., y_m \) – output variables combinational logic circuits

\( X_j = x_1, x_2, ..., x_m \) – input variables combinational logic circuits

4.2. Sequential Logic Circuits

Sequential logic circuit is defined by a circuit where the immediate value of outputs depends on the immediate values of inputs and also on states they were in previously. They contain memory parts for storing previous state of circuit [7].

Function of sequential logic circuits can be described by two equations:

1) Equation for outputs \( Y_i = (\{X_j\}, \{Q_{pt}\}) \)
2) Equation for following internal state \( Q_{pt+1} = (\{X_j\}, \{Q_{pt}\}) \)

\( Y_i = y_1, y_2, ..., y_m \) - output set of sequential logic circuits

\( X_j = x_1, x_2, ..., x_m \) - input set of sequential logic circuits

\( Q_{pt} = q_1, q_2, ..., q_k \) - internal state set of sequential logic circuits.

So called internal variables \( q_1, q_2, ..., q_k \) come from outputs of individual flip-flop circuits. Internal state consists of set of all outputs of flip-flop circuits in a specific time \( t \). Index \( t \) discerns actual internal state \( Q_{pt} \) and index \( t+1 \) the following state of sequential circuits \( Q_{pt+1} \) [7].

Figure 5 illustrates block diagram of sequential logic circuits comprised of combinational and sequential part. The combinational part generates values of outputs and actuating signals of memory circuits. Sequential part contains memory circuits (usually flip-flop circuits), which are controlled by periodical numerical signal with period of \( T \). [7].

4.3. Examples of Logic Control

One of possible examples of logic control is design of logic circuit for control of water pumping from a well. Pump will operate if there is insufficient amount of water in the tank inside the house and sufficient amount of water in the well. If there is sufficiency of water in the tank inside the house and insufficiency of water in the well, yellow indicator light will light up. If there is insufficiency of water both in the tank inside the house and in the well, red indicator light will light up.

Figure 6. Design of logic circuit for control of water pumping

After compiling a truth table and subsequently a Karnaugh map it is possible to create a design of control of this logic circuit using Matlab/Simulink program.

Figure 7. Logic circuit in Matlab/Simulink
Another example can be design of building alarm device. Monitored are two windows on ground floor and entry door. System is designed so that alarm is sounded in the event of infiltration of the object by a stranger.

![Figure 8. Design of building alarm device](image)

Design of control in Matlab/Simulink program is shown on Figure 9.

![Figure 9. Logic circuit in Matlab/Simulink](image)

Another application of logic control is control of valve of reserve pipeline. Pumps A, B, C and D are connected to pipeline p1 and p2. It is necessary to design a combination control logic circuit for automatic control of valve of the backup pipeline p2, if pump flow rate exceeds the allowed flow rate of pipeline p1 – $Q_1 = 7 \text{l/s}$, where the pump flow rates are:
- $QA = 2 \text{l/s}$
- $QB = 3 \text{l/s}$
- $QC = 3 \text{l/s}$
- $QD = 6 \text{l/s}$

![Figure 10. Logic circuit in Matlab/Simulink](image)

Same as in previous examples of logic control, the logic control design diagram is shown on Figure 11.

5. Conclusion

In the recent years, reversible logic has emerged as a promising technology having its applications in low power CMOS, quantum computing, nano technology and optical computing. Reversible logic circuits provide less power dissipation as well as distinct output assignment for each distinct input [8,9].

The aim of this article was to provide theoretical basis for logic circuits topic and create solution for specific given problems.

Solving of logic control design problems lies in compiling truth tables, which are then used to create Karhuna maps. Utilizing the rules of handling these maps we put together the resulting logic functions. Logic circuit was created in MATLAB/ Simulink software. Correctness of solution was verified by multiple simulations with changing input parameters and monitoring accuracy of model operation. Simulated model meets all requirements and is easily and intuitively controlled.
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